Questions:

1. **Are there any roof/warranty concerns? From our look at the photos, some sections of the roof look in rougher shape. Any plans to reroof or anything of that nature?**

   More recent photos of the roof were posted under Amended Files on 10/03/2022 in Exhibit A: [State Solar EPC RFP - Round 1.5 – Exhibit As]. These photos reflect the newer roof that is in place. There are not any concerned about the condition of the roof and there are no plans to do additional roof work.

2. **Do you know if this location is on a radial network? If so, there could be a cap on the system size.**

   In Eversource’s review of the interconnection application they confirmed the building is on a spot network system with limited hosting capacity and determined the system size should be limited to 50 kWac.

3. **Is it possible to schedule an additional site visit opportunity at 165 Capitol Avenue?**

   Yes, email notification was sent 9/27 announcing an additional site visit for 165 Capital and Cybulski on 10.04.